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The Circular Economy holds great potential for companies.

The “Make it circular!” strategy game is intended to support the transformation towards a 
Circular Economy and to enable companies to examine their existing business model with the 
aim of orienting it towards circularity.

This document contains background information on how to use the strategy game in a work-
shop and is intended to assist the facilitator in leading the workshop and guiding participants 
through the game.

»MAKE IT CIRCULAR! A GAMIFIED INTRODUCTION TO  
CIRCULAR BUSINESS MODELS IN A CORPORATE SETTING«

Facilitation guide for using the strategy game  
in a corporate workshop

1. INTRODUCTION
The content of the strategy game is based on the 2021 report from the “Circular business models” 
working group under the umbrella of the Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland (CEID). Building 
on the content of CEID’s business model typology, the game was developed by acatech – National 
Academy of Science and Engineering together with WWF Germany and Johannes Kepler University 
Linz funded by the German Federal Environmental Foundation (DBU).
The report is available online here. It can provide additional in-depth information on the background 
of the game but there is no need to be familiar with it to use the strategy game.

tinyurl.com/3fhxu6k7

The strategy game is played in an on-site workshop setting. All materials are accessible online, inde-
pendently usable and available for free use. The strategy game is industry-independent and therefore 
relevant to companies from various sectors of the economy.
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2. WORKSHOP GOALS
The use of the strategy game in a workshop setting is intended to achieve the following goals:

Participants ...
• …  are informed about the most important aspects of a Circular Economy and circular business 

models.
• …  are able to examine their existing business models in the light of different circular business stra-

tegies and orient them towards circularity.
• …  have developed concrete ideas for a selected circular business model for their company and have 

given drafted an implementation plan.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE TYPOLOGY’S CIRCULAR BUSINESS MODELS
The strategy game is based on different roles of actors in value cycle and allows role-specific orienta-
tion and knowledge transfer on circular business models. Business model sub-patterns are used to 
show how circularity can be expanded from a product-oriented via a use-oriented to a results-orien-
ted service level.

The following table offers an overview of the content of the strategy game based on the CEID circular 
business model typology. Depending on role in the value cycle, there are 22 different circular business 
model patterns. This results in 43 business model sub-patterns which have different service levels - 
the business model can be product-, use- or result-oriented.

Actor‘s main role Circular business model 
pattern 

Circular business model sub-pattern (service level 1 to 3)

1 - Product-oriented 2 - Use-oriented 3 - Result-oriented

Supplier
(molecules/
materials)

Circular raw  
materials supplier

Molecule & 
material recycling

Materials bank -

Process molecule 
service provider

- Molecule &  
material leasing

Molecule &  
material
performance

Supplier 
(mechanical 
engineering)

Machines/compo-
nents ‘as new’

Machines/compo-
nents ‘as new’ sales

Rental machines/
components  
‘as new’

Pay per  
reman machine  
performance

Machine /compo-
nent remarketing

Used machines/
component sales

Rental machines/ 
components

Pay per  
reman machine  
performance

A A1 A1.1 A1.2

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

A2 A2.3A2.2

B B1 B1.1 B1.2

B2 B2.3B2.2B2.1

B1.3
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Producer Proprietary  
material cycles

Waste cherry 
picking

Materials bank 
partnership

-

Product ‘as new’ Selling products 
‘as new

Product leasing
‘as new’

Total care producer

Used product  
remarketing

Used product sale - -

Out-of-warranty 
repair service

On-demand repair Leasing producer Total care producer

Upgrades, spares 
& accessories

Modules &  
accessories shop

Upgrade  
subscription

-

Maximising  
product uptime

Fee-based  
maintenance

Leasing producer Total care producer

Retailer 
& service 
points 

Retailer as  
cycle manager

Retailer as  
cycle manager

Materials bank 
partnership

-

Retail remarke-
ting & reman

Used goods on sale Rent-a-wreck fleet 
manager

-

One-stop shop 
(retail)

Integrated  
service point

Rental retail Total care retail

Repair  
provider 

Repair gap  
exploiter

Repair transaction Repair-based rental 

C C1 C1.1 C1.2 C1.3

C2 C2.1 C2.2 C2.3

C3 C3.1

C4 C4.1 C4.2 C4.3

C5 C5.1 C5.2

C6 C6.1 C6.2 C6.3

D1 D1.1 D1.2D

D2 D2.1 D2.2

D3 D3.1 D3.2 D3.3

E1 E1.1 E1.2E

Actor‘s main role Circular business 
model pattern 

Circular business model sub-pattern (service level 1 to 3)

1 - Product-oriented 2 - Use-oriented 3 - Result-oriented

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
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Prosumer Prosumer support 
system

Do-it-yourself 
repair 

Peer-to-peer 
sharing

-

Logistics 
provider 

Material reverse 
logistics

- - Pay per  
recycling logistics 
performance

Refurb logistics 
services 

- - Pay per  
refurb performance

Spare parts  
management 

- - Pay per spare part 
performance

Recovery 
manager

Revitalised  
products

Used goods bargain - -

Coordinator  
of informal  
collection

Fair-trade recyclates - -

Intermediary Recycling  
platform 

Recycling platform - -

Used goods & 
sharing platform

Used goods  
platform 

Sharing platform -

Emerging 
roles e.g. 
non-technical 
service pro-
viders, banks 
and financial 
service pro-
viders, cir-
cular design 
agencies, 
certification 
bodies

F1 F1.1 F1.2F

H1 H1.1H

G1G G1.3

G2 G2.3

G3 G3.3

H2 H2.1

I1 I1.1I

I2 I2.1 I2.2

J

Actor‘s main role Circular business  
model pattern 

Circular business model sub-pattern (service level 1 to 3)

1 - Product-oriented 2 - Use-oriented 3 - Result-oriented

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
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4. COMPONENTS OF THE WORKSHOP
The workshop consists of five modules. These can be put together flexibly, depending on the  
company’s level of knowledge and structure as well as the time available:

➜  Module 1: Introduction to the Circular Economy
 •  Goal: Joint knowledge building and common understanding of the Circular Economy, in parti-

cular of circular business models
 •  Format: Presentation using the slide deck
 •  Option: The content of this introduction can also be completed by self-study of the slides.

➜  Module 2: Getting to know the strategy game and circular business models
 •  Goal: Relaying the formats and content of the strategy game in a quick run-through on the 

basis of an example
 •  Format: In the workshop using game materials; directed by the facilitator

➜  Module 3: Applying the strategy game to the participants’ own company
 •  Goal: Identification of a circular business model solution for the participants’ own company 

and consideration of possible partnerships, enablers and barriers
 •  Format: In the workshop using the game materials 

➜  Module 4: Planning implementation of the new circular business model
 •  Goal: Establishing concrete steps for implementing the selected circular business model
 •  Format: In the workshop using the accompanying materials

➜  Module 5: Concluding discussion
 •  Goal: Joint reflection on the workshop content 
 •  Format: Flash feedback and plenary discussion

INTRODUCTION QUICK  
RUN-THROUGH

COMPANY’S OWN CIRCULAR 
BUSINESS MODEL 

IMPLEMENTATION 
PLANNING CONCLUSION

Module 1
Introduction to the  
Circular Economy 

Module 2
Getting to know the strategy 
game in a quick run-through 

out of the perspective of a 
predefined player

Module 3
Playing the strategy game for the 

participants’ own company

Module 4
Implementation 
and transfer into 

everyday business

Module 5
Concluding 
discussion

Presentation
Duration approx. 1 h

- or -

Self-study
Duration 30 min

Duration approx. 1 h 50 min Duration approx. 2 h 15 min Duration  
approx. 45 min

Duration  
approx. 40 min
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5. WORKSHOP DURATION AND SCHEDULE OPTIONS  
The total duration of the modules is about seven hours. This means that the workshop can in theory 
be completed in just one day. To facilitate learning, however, it is recommended to divide the work-
shop modules over two days.

This facilitation guide gives an example schedule for a workshop duration of two days. Day 1 begins 
in the afternoon with modules 1 and 2, building shared knowledge by familiarisation with the Cir-
cular Economy, exploring the complexities of circular business models, and getting a grasp of the 
methodology of the strategy game in a quick run-through. On day 2, the participants return to the 
workshop refreshed, having been able to digest the new content. Modules 3 to 5 are now the order 
of the day. The new knowledge is applied to the participants’ own company and innovative circular 
business models are developed.

The example schedule including microtiming for facilitating the workshop over two days can be 
found on page 12.

OPTIONS
Option 1: Shortened playing time in a company
There are various options for making the workshop shorter:
 • The workshop can be compressed to just one, albeit very intensive, day.
 • Module 1 can be worked through in self-study prior to the workshop.
 •  Module 2 on getting to know the materials can be omitted and participants  

can proceed directly to the game round applying it to the participants’ own company.

This results in a duration of about three hours for applying the strategy game to the participants’ 
own company (modules 3 + 4). 

Option 2: Theoretical use for knowledge building in mixed groups
The strategy game can also be used in mixed groups of companies and stakeholders to build know-
ledge about the Circular Economy:
 •  Module 1 will be run through together and the content discussed.
 •  Module 2 will then be played together on the basis of the example case.
 •  Modules 3 to 5 and consequently application to the participants’ own company are omitted.

This results in a duration of about three hours for theoretical knowledge building (modules 1 + 2).

6. WORKSHOP FUNDAMENTALS
Role of the facilitator
 •  A facilitator leads the participants through the workshop.
 •  This person will have viewed, downloaded and printed out the game documentation before the 

start of the workshop.
 •  He/she will additionally have acquired a basic knowledge of the Circular Economy with the assis-

tance of the documentation provided and can share this with the participants in module 1.
 •  The workshop is designed so that anyone can facilitate it. The facilitation role can accordingly be 

taken on not only by a person from strategic development or the sustainability department but 
also by an external facilitator. No specific prior knowledge is required.
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 •  The facilitator is responsible for preparing the workshop and game documentation (see “7. Pre-
paration of the workshops and materials”, see below.

Participants
 •  The number of participants per game set is 5 to 8 people.
 •  A number of game sets can be used within the same workshop which means that it is possible 

to design a workshop for 5 to 100 participants.
 •  The strategy game can be played within a team, across teams and departments, and even with 

key partners in the value chain.
 •  A broad range of participation by colleagues from different company divisions (e.g. logistics, 

strategy, product management, sustainability management etc.) and the inclusion of people 
from different levels of the organisation is desirable in order to achieve wide-ranging Circular 
Economy capability development in the company and to generate the greatest possible variety 
of ideas for business models.

 •  The strategy game can also be played repeatedly and with different participants in order to ob-
tain as many helpful results as possible for the company’s circular business model or even to 
identify further new circular business models.

Room requirements
 •  A projector is required for the introduction to the Circular Economy in module 1.
 •  The workshop itself requires a room with a sufficiently large table to set up the game board 

(A1) and all further documents. There should be enough space for 5 to 8 participants to gather 
around the game board.

 •  Copies of the game set can be made for playing simultaneously at any number of tables. One set 
of materials is required per table.

7. PREPARATION OF THE WORKSHOP AND MATERIALS
The following information is intended for the facilitator and contains an overview of all the necessary 
materials as well as instructions for setting up the game and associated preparation.

Game materials
As facilitator you are responsible for printing and preparing the materials and the room. The follo-
wing game materials are part of the documents in each game set:

 •  Game board
 •  Game instructions
 •  “Background and information” card
 •  Inspiration for round 6: “Key digital technologies for the Circular Economy” list
 •  Inspiration for round 7: barrier list
 •  For round 8: project chart, partner canvas and experimentation canvas
 •  For round 9: transfer into everyday business
 •  There are five categories of cards:



Service level of this business model

Used goods are still sold under a conventional 
transactional model, but at lower prices. Cus-
tomers can trade-in used devices.

1 2 3

D2.1

Used goods on sale 

Business model 
sub-pattern

PLEASE TURN OVER

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN

Service level of this business model

Producers maintain ownership of their specifi c 
premium materials (or components).

1 2 3

C1.2

Materials bank partnership

Business model 
sub-pattern

PLEASE TURN OVER

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN

Service level of this business model

Machines are rented or leased out instead of
sold. Ownership is not transferred to the cus-
tomer. Customer relationships intensify over
entire use phase.

1 2 3

B1.2

Rental machines/components
‘as new’

Business model 
sub-pattern

PLEASE TURN OVER

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN
SCHWARZ GROUP’S 
‘RESET PLASTIC’ STRATEGY, 
GERMANY 
The Schwarz Group, owner of Lidl and Kaufland 
and considered Europe’s largest retail chain, 
launched the ‘Reset Plastic’ strategy in 2018. It 
is an ambitious cross-value chain strategy ba-
sed on vertical integration into waste and ma-
terials management with the goal of introdu-
cing 100% recyclable packaging and reducing 
plastic waste.
As a first building block, the Schwarz Group 
founded the waste management companies 
GreenCycle in 2009 (for managing group inter-
nal wastes) and the digital waste management 
platform PreZero in 2018 (to serve external 
partners in the market). Furthermore, starting 
in 2018, the Group acquired two recycling ope-
rations: Tönsmeier in Germany and Sky Plastic 

D1Retailer as cycle manager

Pattern  CASE EXAMPLE Sub-pattern

FROSCH BRAND’S RECYCLATE 
INITIATIVE, GERMANY
Werner & Mertz is a German producer of 
detergent and related consumer household 
chemicals and applies a business model 
similar to waste cherry picking. It has been
an eco-pioneer since the introduction of the 
Frosch brand in 1986. More recently, it has 
completely redesigned its packaging range in 
line with cradle to cradle quality
certification, which requires the removal of 
SoC from the (premium) packaging materials, 
related labels, and printing inks, enabling 
high-quality recycling streams. In a cross-
value cycle partnership with a recovery mana-
ger (Grüner Punkt), mechanical engineering 
company (UNISENSOR), converter (ALPLA), 
retailer (REWE), and NGO (NABU),
Werner & Mertz has developed and commer-

C1Proprietary material cycles

Pattern  CASE EXAMPLE Sub-pattern

Retailer as cycle manager

Retailers adopt a proactive role in managing pa-
ckaging and related materials through vertical 
integration into or strategic partnerships with 
the recovery sector. They coordinate material 
fl ows between producers, retail, customers, re-
covery managers, and logistics fi rms with the vi-
sion of establishing closed (packaging) loops, 
both in technical loops (i.e. recycling) and biolo-
gical loops (i.e. composting/biodegradation). 
This work has particular relevance for fast-mo-
ving goods sectors (e.g. food retail), where pa-
ckaging considerably contributes to total product 
impact.

D1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

SKF »ROTATION FOR LIFE«, 
SWEDEN
SKF, located in Sweden, is the world’s largest 
bearing manufacturer which and has recently 
embarked on a pay per reman performance 
business model. Bearings are crucial compo-
nents in many kinds of machinery and plant. 
SKF has recently promoted a ‘Rotation for 
Life’ business model focusing on total cost of 
ownership in which payments are made on 
the basis of key performance indicators for 
the bearing. Bearings are digitally monitored, 
taken out once there is a risk of failure, 
replaced, and remanufactured.

Source: www.skf.com

B1Machine/component ‘as new’

Pattern  CASE EXAMPLE Sub-pattern

Proprietary material cycles

Producers introduce a product design with spe-
cifi c premium materials, resulting in higher 
customer value (e.g. durability, health, visual 
appearance) but at acceptable costs. Higher 
virgin material costs are offset (or overcom-
pensated) by measures to keep their own pre-
mium materials in closed loops and make con-
tinuous reuse of them for their own 
production.

C1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

Machine/component
‘as new’

Machines/components are taken back from 
customers, quality is checked, the machines/
components are fully disassembled, worn 
parts/materials are replaced, after which the 
machines/components are fully reassembled. 
Remanufactured machines have identical or 
superior quality at lower cost.

B1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

Retailer & service points

Circular business model pattern 
for this role

D1 Retailer as cycle manager

D2  Retail remarketing & reman

D3  One-stop shop (retail)

ROLE in 
value creation 

D

Producer

Circular business model pattern 
for this role

C1  Proprietary material cycles

C2  Product ‘as new’

C3  Used product remarketing

ROLE in 
value creation 

C

PLEASE TURN OVER

Supplier 
(mechanical engineering)

Circular business model pattern 
for this role

B1  Machine/component ‘as new’

B2  Machine/component remarketing 

B

ROLE in 
value creation 

One player takes the “Transfer into everyday busi-
ness” document from the envelope and places it on 
the note-pad.

a)  Evaluate how feasible, how innovative and how 
circular the circular business model is that you have 
worked out.

On the note-pad draw a scale from 1-10 for 
each of the characteristics “feasible”, “innovative” 
and “circular” and record your results. 

Recommendation: Assess the time dimension of 
feasibility by drawing a timeline as a fourth scale 
with the following time periods: 
short term (in the next 1 to 3 years), medium term 
(in the next 5 years) and long term (in the next 5 to 
10 years). Record your results. 

b)  Based on today’s experience, what three specifi c steps 
do you as a team actually want to take as a starting 
point in your company?

Record your three specifi c steps on the “Transfer into 
everyday business” document. 
To increase accountability, designate one person in 
the group to send everyone calendar invitations for 
these defi ned steps. 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
YOU HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE GAME. 

One player opens the envelope and takes out the 
“Barrier list” for round 7 and reads out just the 
barrier categories. The listed barriers are for 
inspiration.

a)  Which barriers do we face with regard to:
• selected business model sub-pattern
• partnerships
• enablers

Discuss and record the results as bullet points on 
pink sticky notes in the appropriate “Business model 
sub-patterns”, “Partnerships” or “Enablers” box. 

In the middle of difficulty 

lies opportunity. 
Albert Einstein

One player picks up all the role cards and reads out 
just the title in each case.  

a)  What is our primary role/function in the value cycle? 

Discuss and place the appropriate role card in the 
“Selected role card” box in the middle of the game 
board. 

Tip: If multiple roles primarily apply to you, decide 
on one role on the basis of a product or service.

b)  What is the essence of our current business model 
with regard to customers, product/service, KPIs, 
business partners?

How would you explain your customers, product/
service, KPIs and business partners to a neighbour?
 
Fill in the “Current situation” box with one yellow 
sticky note per aspect. START HERE

ACTION CARD 

ROUND 1

1

Supplier 
(molecules/materials)

Circular business model pattern for this 
role

A1 Circular raw materials supplier 

A2 Process molecule service provider 

A

ROLE in 
value creation 

Circular raw materials supplier

Suppliers vertically integrate – via strategic 
partnerships or own investments – into reco-
very and/or processing of secondary raw ma-
terials. Using both primary and secondary ma-
terials, suppliers can flexibly respond to 
customer demand under fluctuating availabi-
lity regarding quality and quantity of seconda-
ry inputs. Diversified suppliers who have hit-
herto focused on primary raw materials and 
entrepreneurial firms with a circular mission 
are covered.

A1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

BOREALIS AG, AUSTRIA
EverMinds Initiative and 
recycling acquisitions

Borealis AG, the 8th largest chemical producer 
of polyolefins (e.g. polyethylene (PE) and 
poly propylene (PP)) is a good example of a 
molecule/material recycling company. 
In 2016, Borealis began to invest in several re-
cycling facilities in Europe and has moved from 
supplying only virgin polyolefi ns to supplying 
both virgin and recycled polyolefi ns. It has sin-
ce tapped into learning processes from its recy-
cling operations, in particular regarding bar-
riers to recycling. For instance, yellow plastic 
waste contaminated with cadmium (e.g. as a 
colouring agent or printing ink) hampers most 
applications for recyclates. This has led to ma-
jor circular economy initiatives such as Ever-
Minds in which, together with stakeholders 

Circular raw materials supplier

Pattern  CASE EXAMPLE Sub-pattern

A1

Service level of this business model

Conventional suppliers build partnerships 
(‘ally’) or vertically integrate (‘make’) into 
recovery businesses.

1 2 3

A1.1

Molecule & material recycling

Business model 
sub-pattern

PLEASE TURN OVER

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN
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9 × 
Actioncards

10 × 
Roles in  

value creation

22 × 
Circular business  
model patterns

22 × 
Case examples

43 × 
Business model 

sub-patterns

Card
description:

»ACTION CARD« 
1–9

Card
description:

»ROLE  
in value creation«

A–J

Card
description:

»PATTERN«
A1–I2

Card
description:

»CASE EXAMPLE«
A1–I2

Card
description:

»SUB-PATTERN«
A1.1–I2.2

The following additional materials are required (per playing group):
	   Sticky notes in three colours: yellow, green, pink
	   Pens (bold) for all participants
	   1 DIN A4 envelope
	   Note-pad

Setting up the game
Since the game materials must first be printed and cut out, preparing and setting up the game for the 
first time can take 5 to 6 hours. Get help from another person for this if necessary.
 1. Download and print out the game materials as follows:
	 	   Facilitation guide, game instructions and documents – on normal DIN A4 paper,  

in black-&-white or colour
	 	   Game board and canvas – on normal DIN A3 paper, black-&-white
	 	   Playing cards on DIN A4 card (e.g. 200 gsm), double-sided, in colour
 2.  Put all the documents marked “Envelope” in the envelope. These include:

For round 6:  

INSPIRATION: 

Key digital technologies 
for the Circular Economy

For round 7:

INSPIRATION:  
barrier list

For round 9:

Transfer into  
everyday business

For round 8:

Project chart, partner canvas 
and experimentation canvas

Name of project/measure   

PROJECT CHART

Envelope – round 8

Source: wwf (state 2022)

Underlying problem/opportunity Description of project/measure

Departments involved and/or external partners Target group or Key Performance Indicator
(KPI)/Objectives and Key Results (OKR)

Risks Opportunities Planned/ max.* implementation period

Capital 
requirement

Expected Return on
Investment (ROI)

1

As inspiration for overcoming the barriers, here is a selection of key digital technologies and 
their potential contribution to a circular economy.*

INSPIRATION:
Digital technologies for the Circular Economy

Envelope – round 6

INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)

What is it?

The internet of things is ‘a paradigm whe-
re everyday objects can be equipped with 
identifying, sensing, networking and pro-
cessing capabilities that will allow them to 
communicate with one another and with 
other devices and services over the Inter-
net to achieve some useful objective‘.

How does it enable a 
smart Circular Economy?

The internet of things is the infrastructu-
re that enables the creation of connected 
products and resources. It is the foun-
dation for the monitoring, tracking, and 
tracing of products and resources in their 
journey through the different loops of the 
Circular Economy.

BIG DATA

What is it?

Big data are large and complex datasets 
and more advanced analysis methods are 
needed for processing such data compa-
red to smaller datasets (smaller datasets 
can be easily processed using traditional 
tools). Big data analytics deploys advanced 
techniques to extract information from 
data that may be structured in different 
ways, formats, and sizes.

How does it enable a 
smart Circular Economy?

Big data analytics makes it possible to 
identify patterns and trends about pro-
duct usage or performance. This infor-
mation can influence the design of future 
product generations or the offer of after-
sale services, thus extending the useful 
life of products and resources and ena-
bling preservation of the highest possible 
value.

CONTROL & EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

What is it?

Control and embedded systems, typically 
found in more complex products, allow 
these products to control their own per-
formance, through built-in feedback me-
chanisms.

How does it enable a 
smart Circular Economy?

Control and embedded systems allow 
product and component performance to 
be adjusted. This means that wear-and-
tear can be reduced, and its influence on 
a product’s or component’s lifetime ma-
naged better.

1

The following list contains 68 barriers to the Circular Economy. They were identifi ed and compi-
led as part of the report by the Circular Business Models Working Group of the Circular Economy 
Initiative Deutschland.*

You can use the barriers as inspiration for your task in round 7 if you wish.

INSPIRATION: List of barriers

Envelope – ROUND 7

Financial barriers

• High capital or pre•financing demand, e.g. for leasing models 

• Difficult access to funds 

• High transaction costs 

• Uncertain return on investment and profit 

• Pricing issues and liquidity risks 

•  The difficulty, high cost and long duration of obtaining ‘secondary material‘ status versus ‘waste‘ 
status under the existing environmental permit system

•  Possible increase in the cost of capital, as assets remain on the balance sheet, increasing finan-
cing needs and reducing the overall liquidity of the company 

• Risk of not achieving cost•effective repair, reuse or refurbishment 

•  High costs associated with the take•back of products and high labour costs associated with pro-
duct dismantling and separation of material fractions 

•  Difficulties in internalising legal risks (e.g. from longer warranties) beyond the extension of re-
sponsibility beyond the point of sale

•  Declining sales of new products due to increased sales of repaired, refurbished and reconditio-
ned products (‘perceived’ market cannibalisation)

• Lack of supply (or quality) of returned products or resources 

•  Uncertainties about the residual value of the new products, i.e. repaired, reused, updated or 
refurbished 

•  Unpredictability of the volume of returned products can make it difficult to plan and financially 
forecast 

•  Risks in product performance, increased liabilities for reprocessed products or materials repro-
cessed products or materials (Mont et al., 2017)

Step1

WHAT DO WE WANT TO DO? 

WHO DO WE WANT TO INCLUDE (INTERNAL/EXTERNAL)? 

TO BE COMPLETED BY WHEN? 

Step 2

WHAT DO WE WANT TO DO? 

WHO DO WE WANT TO INCLUDE (INTERNAL/EXTERNAL)?

TO BE COMPLETED BY WHEN? 

Step 3

WHAT DO WE WANT TO DO? 

WHO DO WE WANT TO INCLUDE (INTERNAL/EXTERNAL)?

TO BE COMPLETED BY WHEN? 

Envelope – round 9 

TRANSFER INTO EVERYDAY BUSINESS

Source: Based on: Updated Circular Collaboration Canvas. P. Brown, B. Baldassarre, J. Konietzko et al., A tool for collaborative circular proposition design, Journal of Cleaner Production, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2021.126354. p. 12.

Partner
Who do we need and what role 

do they have?

PARTNER CANVAS

Envelope – round 8

Existing contacts
Do we already know 

specific contacts?

Intellectual property
What are we willing to share 
with our partners? (e.g. data, 

customers, knowledge, revenue)

Benefi ts for business partners
What benefits can we offer 

our partners? (e.g. reputation, 
knowledge, money, development 

of new skills)

Assessment
How to measure the commitment 

or reliability of our partners?

Consideration for us
Do we anticipate challenges due 
to the position or power of our 
partners in the supply chain?

Source: Based on: Test Card. Osterwalder, A., Pigneur, Y., Bernarda, G., & Smith, A. (2015). Value proposition design: How to create products and services customers want.
John Wiley & Sons. pp. 188; Circularity Deck Experimentation Workshop. 10.02.2022, online. Bocken, N., Konietzko, J., circularx.eu  

e.g. like Netflix
Become a television content provider. 

Where necessary, outsource all activities apart 
from the provision of video content 

to partners.

EXPERIMENTATION CANVAS

Envelope – round 8

We believe that …
e.g. customers are more willing to pay 

subscriptions for content than for hardware 
such as televisions.

To validate this believe, we will …
e.g. simulate the sale of three specific

streaming subscriptions on our homepage 
and request the email address 

of interested parties.

In the process, we will measure … 
e.g. the number of people who provide 

their email address

We will be correct, if …
e.g. we obtain 500 email addresses 

in 3 months or 50 % of all website visitors 
show some interest.

Idea Hypothesis Test Measures (Success) Monitoring

We believe that … To validate this believe, we will … In the process, we will measure … We will be correct, if …
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 3.  Assemble the game board according to the markings shown such that a DIN A1 game board 
is obtained from the four printed DIN A3 sheets (see Setting up the game diagram, page 10).

 4. Cut out the cards and arrange them as follows:
  •  Sort the “Role cards” from A to J and the “Action cards” from 1 to 9 and make a stack of each.
  •  Make small stacks of the “PATTERN”, “CASE EXAMPLE” and “SUB-PATTERN” cards in the sta-

ted order according to their respective colour, letter and number. The key at the top of each 
card provides guidance.

 5. Now set out all the cards as follows: 
  •  “Role cards” bottom left on the “Role cards A–J” box;
  •  “Action cards” top left on the “Action cards rounds 1–9” box.
  •  Slide all the assembled stacks, each stack consisting of the “PATTERN”, “CASE EXAMPLE” and 

“SUB-PATTERN” cards, half way under all around the sides of the game board.
 6.  Place the sticky notes, pens, note-pad, game instructions, and envelope next to the game 

board.
	 ➜ See page 10

Further steps for preparing the workshop:
You will also need the following materials to carry out the workshop:
	   Flip chart including pens 
	   Projector and screen
	   Optional timer for timekeeping during facilitation  

(e.g. mobile phone, wall clock or workshop clock with a large display)

 •  Decide how you want to conduct module 1. If you opt for the presentation, find a volunteer 
speaker from management, another department, or take on this role yourself. Comments in 
the notes section of the PowerPoint presentation help with the familiarisation with the slides.  
A period of 3 to 4 hours for familiarisation with the slide content is recommended. Comments in 
the notes area of the PPT help with the familiarization with the slides.

    Tip: If you conduct module 1 as a presentation, cover the assembled game sets during the pre-
sentation so that they do not distract the participants. The game sets are then revealed to every-
one at the start of module 2.

 •  Write the agenda for the workshop on a flip chart.

deck of cards 1 deck of cards 2 etc.

Service level of this business model

Remanufactured machines/ components are
offered as a service to customers. They are clo-
sely monitored and analysed for their perfor-
mance and are modified or replaced when ap-
propriate in the light of total cost of ownership.

1 2 3

B1.3

Pay per 
reman machine performance

Business model 
sub-pattern

PLEASE TURN OVER

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN

Service level of this business model

In this service business model, suppliers ma-
nage a material pool across the entire value 
cycle. Materials remain the property of the 
supplier and are provided via leasing contracts 
to downstream actors in the value cycle, each 
actor passing the materials onwards. At the 
end of the (end-users’) use phase, materials 
are returned to the bank and upcycled.
 

1 2 3

A1.2

Materials bank

Business model 
sub-pattern

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN

PLEASE TURN OVER

Service level of this business model

Conventional suppliers build partnerships 
(‘ally’) or vertically integrate (‘make’) into 
recovery businesses.

1 2 3

A1.1

Molecule & material recycling

Business model 
sub-pattern

PLEASE TURN OVER

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN

BOREALIS AG, AUSTRIA
EverMinds Initiative and 
recycling acquisitions

Borealis AG, the 8th largest chemical producer 
of polyolefins (e.g. polyethylene (PE) and 
poly propylene (PP)) is a good example of a 
molecule/material recycling company. 
In 2016, Borealis began to invest in several re-
cycling facilities in Europe and has moved from 
supplying only virgin polyolefi ns to supplying 
both virgin and recycled polyolefi ns. It has sin-
ce tapped into learning processes from its recy-
cling operations, in particular regarding bar-
riers to recycling. For instance, yellow plastic 
waste contaminated with cadmium (e.g. as a 
colouring agent or printing ink) hampers most 
applications for recyclates. This has led to ma-
jor circular economy initiatives such as Ever-
Minds in which, together with stakeholders 

Circular raw materials supplier

Pattern  CASE EXAMPLE Sub-pattern

A1

Circular raw materials supplier

Suppliers vertically integrate – via strategic 
partnerships or own investments – into reco-
very and/or processing of secondary raw ma-
terials. Using both primary and secondary ma-
terials, suppliers can flexibly respond to 
customer demand under fluctuating availabi-
lity regarding quality and quantity of seconda-
ry inputs. Diversified suppliers who have hit-
herto focused on primary raw materials and 
entrepreneurial firms with a circular mission 
are covered.

A1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

Service level of this business model

Machines are rented or leased out instead of
sold. Ownership is not transferred to the cus-
tomer. Customer relationships intensify over
entire use phase.

1 2 3

B1.2

Rental machines/components
‘as new’

Business model 
sub-pattern

PLEASE TURN OVER

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN

Service level of this business model

Machines/components are sold in traditional
form. Take-back system and infrastructure are
off ered.

1 2 3

B1.1

Machines/components
‘as new‘

Business model 
sub-pattern

PLEASE TURN OVER

Pattern  Case example  SUB-PATTERN

SKF »ROTATION FOR LIFE«, 
SWEDEN
SKF, located in Sweden, is the world’s largest 
bearing manufacturer which and has recently 
embarked on a pay per reman performance 
business model. Bearings are crucial compo-
nents in many kinds of machinery and plant. 
SKF has recently promoted a ‘Rotation for 
Life’ business model focusing on total cost of 
ownership in which payments are made on 
the basis of key performance indicators for 
the bearing. Bearings are digitally monitored, 
taken out once there is a risk of failure, 
replaced, and remanufactured.

Source: www.skf.com

B1Machine/component ‘as new’

Pattern  CASE EXAMPLE Sub-pattern

Machine/component
‘as new’

Machines/components are taken back from 
customers, quality is checked, the machines/
components are fully disassembled, worn 
parts/materials are replaced, after which the 
machines/components are fully reassembled. 
Remanufactured machines have identical or 
superior quality at lower cost.

B1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER



One player takes the “Transfer into everyday busi-
ness” document from the envelope and places it on 
the note-pad.

a)  Evaluate how feasible, how innovative and how 
circular the circular business model is that you have 
worked out.

On the note-pad draw a scale from 1-10 for 
each of the characteristics “feasible”, “innovative” 
and “circular” and record your results. 

Recommendation: Assess the time dimension of 
feasibility by drawing a timeline as a fourth scale 
with the following time periods: 
short term (in the next 1 to 3 years), medium term 
(in the next 5 years) and long term (in the next 5 to 
10 years). Record your results. 

b)  Based on today’s experience, what three specifi c steps 
do you as a team actually want to take as a starting 
point in your company?

Record your three specifi c steps on the “Transfer into 
everyday business” document. 
To increase accountability, designate one person in 
the group to send everyone calendar invitations for 
these defi ned steps. 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
YOU HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE GAME. 

One player opens the envelope and takes out the 
“Barrier list” for round 7 and reads out just the 
barrier categories. The listed barriers are for 
inspiration.

a)  Which barriers do we face with regard to:
• selected business model sub-pattern
• partnerships
• enablers

Discuss and record the results as bullet points on 
pink sticky notes in the appropriate “Business model 
sub-patterns”, “Partnerships” or “Enablers” box. 

In the middle of difficulty 

lies opportunity. 
Albert Einstein

One player picks up all the role cards and reads out 
just the title in each case.  

a)  What is our primary role/function in the value cycle? 

Discuss and place the appropriate role card in the 
“Selected role card” box in the middle of the game 
board. 

Tip: If multiple roles primarily apply to you, decide 
on one role on the basis of a product or service.

b)  What is the essence of our current business model 
with regard to customers, product/service, KPIs, 
business partners?

How would you explain your customers, product/
service, KPIs and business partners to a neighbour?
 
Fill in the “Current situation” box with one yellow 
sticky note per aspect. START HERE

ACTION CARD 

ROUND 1

1

Retailer & service points

Circular business model pattern 
for this role

D1 Retailer as cycle manager

D2  Retail remarketing & reman

D3  One-stop shop (retail)

ROLE in 
value creation 

D

Producer

Circular business model pattern 
for this role

C1  Proprietary material cycles

C2  Product ‘as new’

C3  Used product remarketing

ROLE in 
value creation 

C

PLEASE TURN OVER

Supplier 
(mechanical engineering)

Circular business model pattern 
for this role

B1  Machine/component ‘as new’

B2  Machine/component remarketing 

B

ROLE in 
value creation 

Supplier 
(molecules/materials)

Circular business model pattern for this 
role

A1 Circular raw materials supplier 

A2 Process molecule service provider 

A

ROLE in 
value creation 

Retailer as cycle manager

Retailers adopt a proactive role in managing pa-
ckaging and related materials through vertical 
integration into or strategic partnerships with 
the recovery sector. They coordinate material 
fl ows between producers, retail, customers, re-
covery managers, and logistics fi rms with the vi-
sion of establishing closed (packaging) loops, 
both in technical loops (i.e. recycling) and biolo-
gical loops (i.e. composting/biodegradation). 
This work has particular relevance for fast-mo-
ving goods sectors (e.g. food retail), where pa-
ckaging considerably contributes to total product 
impact.

D1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

Proprietary material cycles

Producers introduce a product design with spe-
cifi c premium materials, resulting in higher 
customer value (e.g. durability, health, visual 
appearance) but at acceptable costs. Higher 
virgin material costs are offset (or overcom-
pensated) by measures to keep their own pre-
mium materials in closed loops and make con-
tinuous reuse of them for their own 
production.

C1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

Machine/component
‘as new’

Machines/components are taken back from 
customers, quality is checked, the machines/
components are fully disassembled, worn 
parts/materials are replaced, after which the 
machines/components are fully reassembled. 
Remanufactured machines have identical or 
superior quality at lower cost.

B1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

Circular raw materials supplier

Suppliers vertically integrate – via strategic 
partnerships or own investments – into reco-
very and/or processing of secondary raw ma-
terials. Using both primary and secondary ma-
terials, suppliers can flexibly respond to 
customer demand under fluctuating availabi-
lity regarding quality and quantity of seconda-
ry inputs. Diversified suppliers who have hit-
herto focused on primary raw materials and 
entrepreneurial firms with a circular mission 
are covered.

A1

PATTERN  Case example  Sub-pattern

Circular business 
model pattern 

PLEASE TURN OVER

Action cards,
sorted from 1–9

Role cards,
sorted from A–J

Stacks of pattern, case example and business 
model sub-pattern cards

Game instructions

1

GAME INSTRUCTIONS

To ensure smooth gameplay, please designate four team members to play the following roles 
during the game:

•  The »action card« reader: This person reads out the relevant action card 
for each round to the whole team.  

•  The »playing card« reader: This person reads out all the necessary cards 
for each round to the whole team. Tip for the reader: Please always check whether the 
card you’re reading out has text on the back too.

•  The »time keeper«: This person keeps track of all the times specifi ed 
by the facilitator for the team.

•  The »documentation photographer«: This person uses a smartphone or 
camera to record the intermediate state in round 4 and the fi nal outcome of the game.

(Optional): Take a few team photos to create some nice memories.

1. ALLOCATE ROLES IN THE GAME 

2. GETTING TO KNOW THE CARDS
As a team, review all the cards for the strategy game together so that you have a good 
understanding of the diff erent card categories before the game starts.

Action cards
These are located in the upper left quadrant of the game board.
For each round of the game there is an action card which specifi es the issues and tasks to be handled.
There are nine action cards in total.
 

 Round 1 –  START HERE
  Round 2 – CIRCULAR FUTURE - Business model pattern 
 Round 3 – Business model sub-patterns 
 Round 4 – Select and clear away 
 Round 5 – Partnerships
 Round 6 – Enablers »product design« und »digital technologies«
 Round 7 – Barriers
 Round 8 – Implementation
 Round 9 – Transfer into everyday business 

START HERE

ACTION CARD 

ROUND 1

1

M
A

K
E
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C

U
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R
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tra

te
gy
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e 
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Envelope
Sticky notes

Pens

Note-pad 
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8. FACILITATION TIPS
As facilitator you are responsible for good team dynamics, answering (process) questions and  
timekeeping (modules 2–5) and optionally imparting the relevant basic knowledge (module 1).

The following tips might be helpful:
	 •		Having	roles	within	the	team	makes	the	game	flow	more	freely	–	these	roles	are	described	in	the	

game instructions which are available to the participants.
	 •		You	can	offer	the	participants	two	styles	of	facilitation	and	clarify	the	preferred	style	with	a	cou-

ple of key questions:
  a) How much guidance do you want from me?
   a1) Self-facilitated team using action cards with team roles
   a2) Self-facilitated team with accompanying team facilitation
   a3) Presentation of the action cards by the facilitator and continuous facilitation
  b) How many timing prompts do you want me to give you?
	 •		Clear	timelines	should	be	defined	before	each	round	and	can	be	visually	displayed	by	a	work-

shop clock.
 •  Encourage creativity and inclusion of all workshop participants. You can do this, for example, 

by addressing individuals by name and thus actively involving them, or by asking participants to 
give advice or contribute their expertise.

Gameplay
The team starts the game by one player reading out the action cards in order, starting with round 1. 
Depending on the team’s work culture, Modules 2 to 4 can be largely self-moderated. However, be 
prepared to step in supportively in the event of questions in the quick run-through and intervene in 
a facilitating capacity when team dynamics demand it (e.g. if speaking time is being unfairly shared).
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WHERE? TIME DURATION WHO? WHAT?

Day 1: 13:00–17:15

13:00 Facilitation Start

13:00 10 min Facilitation Leeway

13:10 25 min Facilitation Welcome, agenda for today
10 min Welcome, optional greeting from management 
15 min  Presentation of agenda, housekeeping announce-

ments, objective of the afternoon: knowledge buil-
ding by familiarisation with the Circular Economy and 
the complexity of circular business models

13:35 45 min Speaker 
from ma-
nagement or 
facilitator

Module 1: Introduction to the Circular Economy
Slide deck
10 min Why is there a need for a Circular Economy?
10 min What is a Circular Economy?
10 min  What does it take to implement it?
10 min What do circular business models involve?
  5 min Presentation of the strategy game

14:20 15 min Everyone Module 1: Discussion with case examples
Discussion, cards with case examples 
1 min  Illustrate theory with case examples 

•  Distribute three cards with case examples to the 
audience,	the	first	volunteer	reads	out	the	case	
example

9 min  After each case example, discuss three questions
• “Is there anything you don’t understand?”
•  “Can you summarise the business model  

again in a single sentence?”
•  “What is innovative about this business model?”
•   Read out the next case example; repeat questi-

ons
5 min  Discussion around the overarching topic of circular 

business models
•  “Let’s zoom out - have you learned anything new 

about circular business models?”
•  “What surprised you?”
•  “What will you take away?”

Plenary Teams Break

9. EXAMPLE SCHEDULE INCLUDING MICROTIMING
Time frame for recommended modules split over two days: 
day 1 - afternoon: 13:00-17:15
day 2 - morning: 09:00-13:30

Key to colours:

Pl
en

ar
y
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14:35 5 min Everyone Module 2: 
Getting to know the strategy game in a quick run-through
(about 110 min in total)
Discussion, cards with case examples
5 min Start/introduction: 

•  Optional:	 Offer	 different	 facilitation	 styles	 (see	
Facilitation tips) a) “How much guidance do you 
want from me?” b) “How many timing prompts do 
you want from me?”

•  Note: “You can see a very large number of cards 
around the game board. Don’t be overwhelmed 
by them. You’ll only need selected cards in the 
quick run-through and also later when you’re 
playing the game for your own business.”

•  “Imagine you’re a manufacturer of ordinary televi-
sions. Begin the game by reviewing the game inst-
ructions together and reading out the action card 
for round 1. Read out the relevant action card at 
the start of each further round. In this quick run-
through, please just write down keywords and do 
not discuss at length. The aim of the quick run-
through is to get to know rounds 1 to 7 within 100 
minutes. Tomorrow we’ll have twice as much time 
to play through the game in detail.”

14:40 20 min Everyone Round 1 – Start here
Game instructions: Provide an overview, allocate team roles, 
refer to glossary
•  Round 1: Text of the action card
  “One player picks up all the role cards and reads out just 

the title in each case.
  a) What is our primary role/function in the value cycle?
  Discuss and place the appropriate role card in the ‘Selec-

ted role card’ box in the middle of the game board.
  Tip: If multiple roles primarily apply to you, decide on 

one role on the basis of a product or service.
  b) What is the essence of our current business model 

with regard to customers, product/service, KPIs, busi-
ness partners?

  How would you explain your customers, product/ser-
vice, KPIs and business partners to a neighbour? Fill in 
the ‘Current situation’ box with one yellow sticky note 
per aspect.”

•  Give the team a moment to gather their thoughts and 
start the game.

  Possible solutions for comparison. Can be read out to 
the participants after each round, if desired (there 
are also hints about the respective aspects on the 
game board):  
Customers: Media users, distributors 
Product: Sale of ordinary, non-circular (!) televisions 
KPI:	Quarterly	sales	figures 
Partners: Suppliers of electronic components

Te
am

s
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15:00 15 min Everyone Round 2 – Circular future | Business model patterns
 •  Say to all teams at the start of round 2:
  »Important note about round 2: Please take a shortcut 

here and select business model pattern C6. For practice 
purposes, please still read out ALL business model 
patterns from C1 to C6.«

 Round 2: Text of the action card
  “One player reads out all business model patterns for 

the chosen role (e.g. all with ‘C’).
  a) Which circular business model pattern could suit us?
  Discuss and choose a pattern. Now place the pattern 

on the far right on the ‘Selected circular business model 
pattern’ box. Put all other pattern cards aside.

  b) Case example
  One player reads out the example relating to the  

business model pattern.
  Afterwards, working together, summarise the case 

example in one sentence and discuss what is innovative 
about it. Do you know of any other examples?”

  Solution for comparison:
 a) Pattern C6 “Maximisation of product availability”

15:15 15 min Everyone Round 3 – Business model sub-patterns
 ·  Note: The business model sub-patterns have text on the 

back. Please read that out as well.
  Round 3: Text of the action card
  “One player reads out all the business model sub-pat-

terns for the selected business model pattern (e.g. all 
with ‘C6.1, C6.2, C6.3’) and places them on the ‘Service 
level 1–3’ boxes (see arrow on the sub-pattern).

  a) What would the business model sub-patterns with the 
respective service level look like in our company?

  Write down your answers as keywords on yellow sticky 
notes and stick them next to the corresponding sub-pat-
tern.

  Note: If there are fewer than three sub-patterns, feel free 
to browse the sub-patterns for other pattern cards. Then 
also place the card(s) on the ‘Service level 1–3’ boxes (see 
arrow on the sub-pattern).

  b) Which business model sub-pattern is realis-
tic and feasible for us now and which are not (yet)? 
Write down your answers on yellow sticky notes.”

  Possible solutions for comparison: 
a)   C6.1 Maintenance for a fee = Sale of redesigned, i.e. 

circular (!), televisions including repair service 
C6.2 Product leasing = Rental of circular (!) televisi-
ons for example for 3 years (3 year rental) including 
services such as technical upgrades 
C6.3 Total care manufacture = Content provider with 
subscription model for international news, premium 
documentaries and live concerts with allround and 
upgrade service; product component optionally fully 
outsourced – included in service fee: either circular, 
cradle to cradle-inspired televisions “Econova” from 
Philips or circular projector with screen and cradle 
to	cradle-certified	“Beosound	Level”	loud-speaker	
system from BANG & OLUFSEN
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  b)   Open-ended, depending on group discussion, for 
ex-ample: “C6.2 is most realistic because it can be-
combined with our current business model and our 
management is somewhat risk-averse.”

15:30 10 min Everyone Round 4 – Select and clear away
  Round 4: Text of the action card
  “Now select just one realistic business model sub-pat-

tern to think through in more depth in the following 
steps. Give it a snappy title and write it down in the ‘Our 
circular business model’ box.

  Optional: If you want, you can take a photo of the inter-
mediate state of the game board.

  Clear away all the business model sub-patterns (including 
the associated sticky notes) which are not (yet) realistic 
for you at this point in time.

 4 of 9 rounds have now been played. Well done!
  After 4 rounds you have...
 •  established your role in value creation including the 

current situation,
 •  visualised a basic circular business model pattern suita-

ble for your company and got to know a case example,
 •  selected the business model sub-pattern which you as 

a team now see as having the greatest potential to be 
implemented in your company.

  Now it’s time to get down to the brass tacks for your se-
lected business model. Good luck!”

  It’s going well so far, let’s keep it up.

  Possible solutions for comparison: 
a)  We take C6.2, we write our circular business model “3 

year rental of circular (!) televisions including annual 
technical upgrades” in the dashed circle, document 
and clear away the redundant sticky notes.
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15:40 15 min Everyone Round 5 – Partnerships
   Round 5: Text of the action card
  “One player picks up the remaining role cards. Starting 

from your own position, you as a team now place them 
around the ‘Partnerships’ circle in such a way as to mo-
del the value creation of the current model.

  a) Which existing and new business partners (internal 
and external) do we need for our selected business mo-
del sub-pattern?

  Inspiration: See ‘Possible partnerships’ on the back of 
the selected sub-pattern card.

  Note: If you find you need a second or further copies of 
a role card or if you have perhaps even identified a com-
pletely new role, simply add the missing role(s) with a 
green sticky note.

  b) How should cooperation be structured?
  Discuss and record your findings on each role card with 

yellow sticky notes.”

  Possible solutions for comparison:
  a) Partnerships: D, E, F, G, H, I, J, A, B
  b)  D – Retailers: Exclusive partnership for example only 

with Media Markt: “The exclusive electrical waste-free 
home cinema rental subscription”

  F – Prosumers: Incentive for low-threshold take-back
   B – Machinery supplier: Collaborative development 

process for circular, modular upgradable televisions 
and upgrade components which can be separated by 
type for recycling

15:55 15 min Everyone Round 6 – Enablers – product design and digitalisation
   Round 6: Text of the action card
   “Discuss and write down your answers as bullet points 

on green sticky notes in the ‘Enablers’ box.
   Brainstorming: How, in specific terms, do we need to 

redesign our product for circularity at the product and 
component level and adapt it to our circular business 
model?

   Inspiration: Design for recycling, exclusion of Substances 
of Concern, repairability, durability, modularity, techno-
logy upgrade, disassembly etc.

  Note: If you are playing on the basis of a service, decide 
as a team whether or not you can address this task. 

   If not, just move on to the next brainstorming task.
   Brainstorming: Which key digital technologies can help us 

make the selected business model sub-pattern a reality?
   Inspiration: See ‘Key digital key technologies for the  

Circular Economy list’ in the envelope.”

  Possible solutions for comparison:
   Product design = for example exclusion of materials in-

volving health risks, materials which can be separated by 
type, Modulear (product) structure, product is repairable 
or upgradable.

   Key digital technologies = for example IoT and product 
passport to predict service life and commonest repairs.
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16:10 10 min Everyone Round 7 – Barriers
   Round 7: Text of the action card
   “One player opens the envelope and takes out the ‘Bar-

rier list’ for round 7 and reads out just the barrier cate-
gories. The listed barriers are for inspiration.

   a) Which barriers do we face with regard to:
   • selected business model sub-pattern?
   • partnerships?
   • enablers?

   Discuss and record the results as bullet points on pink 
sticky notes in the appropriate ‘Business model sub-pat-
terns’, ‘Partnerships’ or ‘Enablers’ box. 

 ��‘In�the�middle�of�difficulty�lies�opportunity.’�Albert�Einstein
  Possible solutions for comparison:
   Barriers with regard to selected business model sub-pat-

tern	=	for	example	prefinancing	of	service	revenues
   Barriers with regard to partnerships = for example part-

nership with Media Markt partner commission, lower re-
venue than sales

   Barriers with regard to enablers = for example modular 
design – loss of performance, communication problem 
with Asian manufacturers

16:20 5 min Facilitation Facilitator’s wrap-up
»Congratulations. Please finish off. That was the quick 
run-through. In the real strategy game we would still 
have round 8 ‘Implementation’ and round 9 ‘Transfer into  
everyday business’ to complete. Let’s hear it!«

B
re

ak 16:25 20 min Everyone Coffee break
»Coffee break until 16:45«

Pl
en

ar
y 16:45 15 min Everyone Conclusion in plenary session: “Your feedback on day 1”

5 min  Silent	 reflection:	 Participants	 write	 their	 individual	
feedback legibly on sticky notes.
•  What was good about today?
•  What are you hoping for tomorrow?
•  How can your hopes be realised?

10 min  Feedback in plenary session: Sticky notes are stuck up 
in	order	and	briefly	read	out	as	the	facilitator	requests

17:00 5 min Facilitation Facilitator’s wrap-up for the day
The day’s objectives achieved today: knowledge building by 
familiarisation with the Circular Economy and the complexity 
of circular business models

17:05 10 min Facilitation Leeway

17:15 End
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WHERE? TIME DURATION WHO? WHAT?

Day 2: 9:00–13.30 

Pl
en

ar
y 09:00 Facilitation Start

09:00 15 min Facilitation Welcome, agenda for today
5 min Welcome back!
10 min  Presentation of agenda, housekeeping announce-

ments, objectives of the day: application of know-
ledge and materials in participants’ own company 
and elaboration of business models, remembering 
team roles and reading out the action cards.

Te
am

s 09:15 5 min Everyone Module 3:
Applying the strategy game to participants’ own company 
Rounds 1–7 (135 min in total)
Cards,� game� board,� game� instructions,� envelope� with� docu-
ments, sticky notes, pens
5 min  Start/introduction:

•  “Please sit down as a team around a table. As far as 
possible carry out your own facilitation. I’m here to 
answer method questions and keep an eye on the 
time. Begin the strategy game by reviewing the game 
instructions and reading the action card for round 1. 
Read out the relevant action card at the start of each 
further round. Goal for today: To creatively think 
through a business model sub-pattern for your own 
company to the point of implementation.”

09:20 20 min Everyone Round 1 – Start here
About 5 min   a)  What is our primary role/function in the 

value cycle?
About 15 min  b)  What is the essence of our current busi-

ness model with regard to customers,  
product/service, KPIs, business partners?

09:40 20 min Everyone Round 2 – Circular future | Business model patterns
About 15 min   a)  Which circular business model pattern could 

suit us?
About 5 min  b)  Case example

10:00 25 min Everyone Round 3 – Business model sub-patterns
15 min   a)  What would the business model sub-patterns 

with the respective service level look like in our 
company?

10 min  b)  Which business model sub-pattern is realistic and 
feasible for us now and which are not (yet)?

  Note: This round could be particularly challenging for the 
teams. Watch out for teams which need your support. 

Suggested approach for 3a):
	 		1.	As	a	team,	write	down	ten	different	 ideas	as	to	how	

the business model sub-pattern might be implemented 
in a circular way. 

   2. Select the top 3 and write down two strengths and 
two weaknesses for each. 

   3. Select the sub-pattern you want to continue working 
with.
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Alternative approaches:
•  “If you had one wish and money and workforce 

were no object, what would it look like?”
•  “Imagine you were tasked by the board to create a 

radically circular startup with unlimited seed money.”

10:25 10 min Everyone Round 4 – Select and clear away 
•  Now select just one realistic business model sub-

pattern to think through in more depth in the follo-
wing steps. Give it a snappy title and write it down 
in the “Our circular business model” box.

 Tip: Don’t forget to taken the documentation photo!

10:35 15 min Everyone Round 5 – Partnerships
5 min  Which existing and new business partners (internal 

and external) do we need for our selected business 
model sub-pattern?

10 min How should cooperation be structured?

10:50 20 min alle Round 6 – Enablers – product design and digitalisation
10 min  Brainstorming: How,	in	specific	terms,	do	we	need	to	

redesign our product for circularity at the product 
and component level and adapt it to our circular 
business model?

10 min  Brainstorming: Which key digital technologies can 
help us make the selected business model sub-pat-
tern a reality?

11:10 20 min alle Runde 7 – Barriers
Which barriers do we face with regard to:
•  selected business model sub-pattern (6 min),
•  partnerships (7 min),
•  enablers (7 min)

�  Tip: Make sure to use pink sticky notes for the barriers to 
make things clearer.  

B
re

ak 11:30 15 min Everyone Break

Te
am

s 11:45 25 min Everyone Module 4: Implementation planning for the circular 
business model in participants’ own company| Rounds 
8 + 9 (45 min in total)
   Round 8 – Implementation
  “One player takes the ‘experimentation canvas’, ‘partner 

canvas’ and ‘project chart’ documents for round 8 out of 
the envelope.

 a) How do we want to approach implementation?
   On the basis of the most pressing and important bar-

riers, decide which canvas will support your implemen-
tation	well	and	fill	it	together.

  Option 1: Experimentation canvas 
  Inspiration: For addressing challenging barriers with re-

gard to the selected business model
  Option 2: Partner canvas (recommended)
  Inspiration: For addressing challenging barriers with re-

gard to partnerships
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  Option 3: Project chart
   Inspiration: For addressing challenging barriers with 

regard to enablers

�  Tip: Each team only has time to discuss one canvas in 
depth. Which one makes the most sense right now with 
regard to moving forward?

12:10 20 min Everyone Round 9 – Transfer into everyday business
  “One player takes the ‘Transfer into everyday business’ do-

cument from the envelope and places it on the note-pad.
  a) Evaluate how feasible, how innovative and how circular 

the circular business model is that you have worked out.
  On the note-pad draw a scale from 1 to 10 for each of 

the characteristics ‘feasible’, ‘innovative’ and ‘circular’ 
and record your results.

  Recommendation: Assess the time dimension of feasi-
bility by drawing a timeline as a fourth scale with the 
following time periods:

  short term (in the next 1 to 3 years),
   medium term (in the next 5 years) and
  long term (in the next 5 to 10 years). Record your results.
	 	b)	Based	on	today’s	experience,	what	three	specific	steps	

do you as a team actually want to take as a starting point 
in your company?

	 	Record	 your	 three	 specific	 steps	 on	 the	 ‘Transfer	 into	
everyday business’ document. To increase accountabili-
ty, designate one person in the group to send everyone 
calendar	invitations	for	these	defined	steps.

Congratulations! 
YOU HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE GAME.”

�		Tip:	Don’t	forget	to	take	a	final	documentation	photo!

12:30 40 min Everyone Module 5: Concluding discussion 
Wrap-up »Great job!«
Flash	feedback:	“Each	person	in	turn	offers	a	lightning	fast	
sentence expressing how they found the workshop overall”

13:10 5 min Facilitation Wrap-up of the day
Objectives of the day hopefully achieved today: application 
of the knowledge and materials in your own company, de-
velopment of business models
Thank you for taking part in this workshop!

13:15 15 min Facilitation Leeway

13:30 End

Pl
en

ar
y


